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About This Game

Full Scale Restoration of the Japanese battleship “Yamato” in VR.

Battleship Yamato was constructed during the World War Ⅱ in 1941, and it was the biggest battleship ever built. Unfortunately,
Yamato didn’t last through the war, and it sank to the bottom of the sea.

Now, battleship Yamato is completely restored in full scale in VR. It is based on the blueprints and the recollections of the
actual crew who are still alive.

In this app, you can actually get on Yamato and walk across the deck, climb up the bridge, and go inside the ship.
See the Yamato crew taking command. View the explosions of the gun fire from a close distance.

The list below shows what you can actually see in the first edition of VR Yamato.

・Deck
・Inside the first bridge
・Inside the main gun

・Scene of the crew practicing firing the gun
・Fire control center

・Captain’s cabin
・Pilot house

・Hangar
・Ship’s kitchen
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With VR Yamato, enjoy the battleship from the perspective of an actual crew.
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Title: VR Battleship YAMATO
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Kanda Technologies
Publisher:
Kanda Technologies Inc.
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-Bit or later

Processor: Intel i5-4590 equivalent or greater

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,Japanese
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if you dont have the a2a c172 get this!. this is quite possibly the most underrated game on steam, Extremley alot of fun and alot
better than speedrunners. it`s a really nice shooter game that you can play alone or with friends. the aiming system could be a
little better and there should be more different types of weapons but it`s still a good game. as german gaming youtuber i even
maked a video to this game with my buddy SoulSide so you can watch how the gameplay is.

the video is allowed by the producer of this game

link to video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=QFkSsEDO5XY. Unlike the other DLC that (unnecessarily) provides all the
epic and legendary cards for no apparent reason, this DLC provides all the character's alternate costume. This essentially means
you immediately have access to all characters and their alternate playstyles, they're still the same character nonetheless. This
deal I would estimate is about 20-40 hours worth of gold grinding, maybe even more because I'm taking this estimate from a
point of view of already having a good party that can grind gold very quickly.
Some of these alternate costumes are better than the original, but not all of course. Each have their pros and cons, it's up to you
to use whatever.
To be fair you can grind the gold yourself to unlock all these costumes by spending that hard earned gold. But again, 20-40
hours of work! And I'm leaning towards 40 because 20 hours is if you grinded for gold straight without stopping.. It's a good
game. Think Mega Man X series game play. Controls are a little different and take some getting used to. I used a controler and
didn't think it was that bad. I enjoyed the story and the music too. It's a short game but there is some replay value if you liked it
enough to go back and find all the secrets. As for all my reviews, buy it on sale. haha

7.5\/10. This did not seem like a finished product.. Gain you free time. click mouse and climb up from first floor of hospital to
higher which you able.

Find the better way to play it then you'll love this game as same as me ^__^. Best space RTS I have ever played. Period.
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Why did I buy this?. Wow. Just Wow. The graphics of this game is amazing, If you have the right computer to play in Fantastic
(Ultra) I haven't had a jumpscare like this before. if you would call it a jumpscare (while i was scratching my eye) It's Got
Puzzles but for me to say it's just a brain teaser. One thing annoyed me was that when you tryed to shot the guy in the head. it
goes threw him and not only that but takes 4-5hits to kill
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=zdYs7r2_eW8
there's my first video, advise will be awsome veiwers!. A really fun casual game. Shame is a bit short but replayability is great..
Honestly I wished I never played this one. I'm a huge fan of the series and I own all the books. Needless to say it didn't feel like
Myst I know and love. The graphics were a joke, not that big of a deal to me. It was the story that got me over all. It didn't fit to
the whole linking to other worlds via books. Instead you use some kind of tablets or something and draw on them? And the plot
was a joke. Hell even the overall look of Dni and how it's been described in every text just didn't seem to fit. I get what they
wanted to do they just did it so horribly it ruined it for me. Like seriously just stop at Myst 4 don't play this one.. To me, The
Spatials is a good alternative to Spacebase DF-9.
I really enjoyed building my base in The Spatials, receiving visitors and meeting different kind of "races" with specific needs.
The game can be repetitive but it always gives back good rewards (new buildings, rooms, products, planets, missions...). I had a
great time playing it and i think i will play it again from time to time.. plays kinda like tribes and halo

so far really i like it

has native oculus SDK support

has bots to fill in the player count!. Great game although it needs some improvement.
I can see that it requires some grinding, but cash items are worth grinding.

If this game can fix stuffs that people mentioned in reviews and discussion, it will be really nice.. It's a good game, but really too
hard to complete to 100%.. This is a gorgeous-looking first-person puzzle adventure game that has you move between multiple
different fantasy worlds. Its single strongest aspect is undoubtedly its sense of place and ambiance, which is carried off very
effectively and really pulls you into a foreign, potentially-unfriendly fantasy environment filled with beauty and danger.

Check out my full first impressions here - https:\/\/youtu.be\/1PGyDdFLIJI.. Disclaimer] I played this game on Lighter Mode.
Some other reviewers note that the full mode is punishing and complicated (but rewarding), and this is true, but my review is
going to deal with the middle difficulty, Lighter Mode.

First and most importantly, the game has an excellent story, well-told through an older-school aesthetic. It's not quite retro, but
it's not modern either, and it oozes enough charm that I felt the graphics were an asset as opposed to a drawback. There's some
sidequesting, and a semi-extraneous yet fun card game, but largely it's a linear romp that stays tightly focused.

On Lighter difficulty, the combat mechanics are pared down so that the focus is on how you improve the character via the
game's stat/skill board, and how you utilize the character's attacks in battle. Harder difficulties add more things you have to do
to optimize your character before battle, and add some more complexity to the order of abilities you use on 2 of the 3
characters. Even on the 'lighter difficulty', the game is not trivial. The first couple of chapters anyone can get through with ease,
but at that point if you aren't keeping up with the character's leveling up or figuring out how to mix building SP with chaining
attacks you can still die, and the bosses will provide a decent challenge.

The core mechanic of combat is that hitting enemies builds a momentum bar that recharges each character's mana (SP) at the
end of turn. More hits = more SP, and slaying an enemy yields considerably more than just hitting it. Additionally, on the
opponent turn, there's timed blocking/dodging that can earn you additional SP as well as lower the damage you take. You then
use the SP to select attacks that will hit various positions on the enemy's 3x4 grid.

On most normal encounters, there are more enemies than fit on the 3x4 grid, and they trickle in over several turns and as you
kill the ones currently there. Bosses tend to have neverending trickling reinforcements to allow you to build up momentum on
chumps to help you use the big skills on the boss themselves. It's a satisfying system, and works well. The UI can be a little
sluggish at times, but nothing particularly irksome.

Between combats you're playing a platforming game where you switch between the three characters to manuever places and get
treasures. I found this a little more tiresome mostly because the later levels involved jumps where when you screw up you have
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to walk one or more of the characters the long way around to get back where you were. On the platforming maps are the random
enemies, which don't respawn unless you leave the dungeon entirely. No grinding is required, you can simply kill everything
once as you go through and be perfectly suited to handling all the bosses.

I heartily recommend this game to any J-style RPG fans, try it on the Full Experience and if it seems too micromanagement for
you fall back to Lighter and you'll still have quite the fine time. If you don't like platforming at all, that might be a turnoff, but
unless you truly hate platforming I'd still give this game a solid thumbs up.
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